UK Almost Dies from Sheer Amount of Hypocrisy in UNHRC
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Tempers flared between the UK and Iran during last night’s UNHRC sessions about
human rights in prisons. After the UK, USA, Canada, Germany, and Australia nobly offered to
provide funding for better prison systems in developing nations, the developed nations were
stunned to realize that the countries they were offering aid to would actually want to have some
level of control over where the funds are going to within their prison systems. “It’s like they
don’t understand how foreign aid works,” the UK delegate complained. Since the UK and USA
felt that their voices were so horribly unrepresented in the blocs with the developing nations,
they decided to create their own, separate bloc where they could make decisions on how to help
the developing countries without said countries’ feedback. “They were just being so hypocritical,
talking about the foreign aid as if they would have some level of control over where it went,” the
UK delegate complained in their new ‘developed-world-only’ breakout room. “The sheer amount
of hypocrisy in that bloc literally gave me hives.” It should be noted that the creation of the
‘non-developing-countries’ bloc occurred mere seconds before the UK delegate spontaneously
entered anaphylactic shock.
Once the emergency was handled, the delegates entered a discussion surrounding
corporal punishment and the death penalty. The delegate of the USA was suspiciously quiet
throughout this part of the conversation; however, Iran adamantly defended the use of corporal
punishment as a means of discouraging citizens from committing serious crimes. Iran also
demanded reparations from Western countries to compensate for damage and exploitations
resulting from colonialism. The UK argued that no European country has actually ever colonized
Iran, but conveniently forgot to address the delegate’s point about exploitation. Canada, in the
meantime, was on the phone with CIRNAC trying to figure out what percentage of Indigenous
funds they could transfer towards international aid programs without people noticing.

